Block Sequences

Legend: Colored numbers indicate whether the block sequence or random formation is used in a draw for
① USPA Open & Advanced, NSL AAA  ② USPA Intermediate, NSL AA  ③ NSL A  ④ NSL Rookie
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Block Sequences

Legend: Colored numbers indicate whether the block sequence or random formation is used in a draw for

1. USPA Open & Advanced, NSL AAA  
2. USPA Intermediate, NSL AA  
3. NSL A  
4. NSL Rookie
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Block Sequences

17  18  19  20
Danish Tee  Zircon  Ritz  Viper
Inter  Inter  Inter  Inter
Murphy  Zircon  Icepick  Viper

21  22
Zig Zag  Tee
Inter  Inter
Marquis  Chinese Tee

Legend: Colored numbers indicate whether the block sequence or random formation is used in a draw for
1 USPA Open & Advanced, NSL AAA  2 USPA Intermediate, NSL AA  3 NSL A  4 NSL Rookie
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Random Formations

Legend: Colored numbers indicate whether the block sequence or random formation is used in a draw for

① USPA Open & Advanced, NSL AAA  ② USPA Intermediate, NSL AA  ③ NSL A  ④ NSL Rookie
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